
I am left wondering whether I missed

the bit that said if you heard the CFI talk-

ing about handing the baton over you

should step back smartly.

Within the BGGC I still feel a relative

beginner, I suspect I am only half aware of

the responsibility I have inherited and sin-

cerely hope the experienced will, politely,

point out any omissions on my behalf.

These are interesting times.

eASA bureaucracy, licensing, training

and inspection will remain a challenge.

There is light at the end of the tunnel with

the authorities maybe recognising the

planned burden is not appropriate to our

situation, we shall see. Despite this, there

will be change in the future.

on the instructing front we have been

consistently busy over the past couple of

years. The highly successful sponsored

cadet scheme, a rejuvenated BUGC and a

slow up-tick in the economy have all led

to a busy launch point. I hope we can all

work to encourage and direct the develop-

ment of the new solo pilots emerging. Re-

cently Steve Tromans became our first

candidate to complete the new Flight In-

structor training route. I hope others will

follow next year.

General   flying   has   also   increased,

helped by  better  weather  and  the  extra

events organised within the club. I do not

think there is too much wrong with the

flying operation and will not be looking to

make significant change for now. I am

however open to ideas on how to make the

launch point, and the general training/fly-

ing operation, more efficient.

Safety remains paramount. The trial les-

son operation must minimise the risk of ac-

cident, annual check flights will continue,

these should be seen as an opportunity and

not a chore. The BGA Safe Winch Launch

initiative is paying off, and we’ll continue

the best practice described therein. on a

general safety point, if anyone  is  aware  of

issues contributing to a less safe operation,

do not hesitate to raise this with either me

or any of the instructors.

Finally, thanks to Chris and all the in-

structors who taught me to fly, those who

mentored me through the transition to

cross-country pilot and later instructor, I

hope I’ll do the role justice.

l Greg appointed Sid Smith as his deputy.

l matt Davis is in the British team for the
Junior Worlds in oz in 2015 –  well done!

l The AGm will be at 4pm on Dec 6.

Left: fireworks at the November 1

party at the club when editor Bernard

Smyth celebrated his 80th birthday
Photo: Steve Stone

By Chris Edwards

Some time ago I was persuaded to be-

come CFI. “All you have to do is float

around in the back seat, make sure instruc-

tors renew their ratings and stop people

crashing.” I was told: “how hard can it

be?” 

After over five years in the back seat I

now know, but on the positive side, err,

well someone had to do it. 

Five years is long enough as CFI.

enough time to innovate, consolidate and,

if things work out well, be in a position to

hand over to a CFI-elect before any cracks

are discovered. I seem to have been lucky

or the cracks are very small. 

The persuasive CFI line I fell for seems

to work – I used a similar approach with

Greg (apologies). over the past few

months he has slowly been assuming my

tasks and, apart from signing forms, li-

cence applications and a few other BGA

formalities, has been acting CFI. 

he has the presence and qualities to be-

come an excellent CFI. I’m sure he will re-

ceive the full support of club members. 

kies
evern
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CHRIS EDWARDS HANDS OVER BATON

New CFI Greg
open to ideas

When my wife Lesley bought me a trial flight for Christmas in 2006, little did we realise where it

would land me. A  year ago when completing my Full Cat rating, this was definitely not in the plan. 

Greg O’Hagan

Chris Edwards

By Greg O’Hagan, who has taken over from Chris Edwards as CFI

Five years
is enough,
says Chris

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to our readers

80 in style!



REd, copper, bronze and

yellow leaves, purple sloes

looking good enough to eat

(although they’re not), old

man’s beard entangled with

strings of scarlet bryony

berries – it could be a pri-

mary school autumn term

nature table. 

However, all the above

look so much better seen in

their natural habitat, as on

a late October walk around

the field with a brisk south-

westerly bringing more

showers of leaves down.

The field edges are already

thickly carpeted and not

just with crisp leaves, as

the remnant of the much-

heralded Hurricane Gon-

zalo also tore off many

green ash leaves a week

ago. 

Our boundary trees are

more or less completely de-

nuded already, in spite of

the continuing warmer than average temperatures. There

is still a good variety of plants in flower – scabious, red

clover, daisy, white deadnettle, cranesbill and the odd

cornflower. 

As always there’s a yellow dandelion-ish plant I can’t

identify. I try to observe carefully all its attributes but,

when I get to my Field Guide, confusion continues to

reign, even though there are four pages labelled “dande-

lion-like flowers”! At least the book acknowledges that it’s

a “variable, difficult group”.  

Birdlife on this tour of the perimeter seems rather

scarce, apart from a buzzard soaring the edge of Wood-

chester Valley and a smart cock pheasant, which whirred

away as I approached. 

However, the trusty nut and seed feeders at the cara-

van site come up trumps as ever. There is a constant

stream of blue and great

tits with coal and marsh tits

among them. The

nuthatches are also bold,

and somewhat aggressive,

visitors, mainly eating in a

head-down position –

they’re the only British bird

to do this – and a great

spotted woodpecker puts in

a couple of appearances. 

Initially a robin sings his

winter song out of sight but

eventually lands to eat the

seed on the ground. 

No sign today of any win-

ter thrushes such as red-

wing or fieldfare, arriving to

winter here, but some of

the chaffinches or black-

birds may well be similar

migrants from more

northerly countries.  

One harbinger of spring

already visible is the profu-

sion of male catkins on the

hazel bushes – we’ll have

to wait a while for the fluffy, yellow female ones.

Nancy Barrett

So much beauty on aSo much beauty on a

walk around airfieldwalk around airfield

Black Bryony                                          By Daphne Malfiggiani

Framed watercolours by Daphne are for sale in Giuseppe’s 
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Welcome to new members
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Thomas Maniez Adult Flying

Alan Langlands  Retired Flying

Neil Tappin Retired Flying

Andre Regini Solo & Beyond

Jonathan Raines Junior member 

Jamie Coghill Solo & Beyond

Brian Cameron Solo & Beyond

Alexander Jones Rejoined, student

FORMER member Mike Strathern, now in New Zealand,

has been awarded the Friendship Cup for his outstanding

contribution to the gliding movement. 

He is said to be “a living legend”,

known for “unselfishly giving help

and guidance to other  glider pilots

both young and old, right across the

country”. 

He has helped the NZ Youth Glide

team at  Joey Glide in Australia and

on return went straight to Omarama

to help at the annual Youth Soaring Development Camp. 

After a few days at home, he was off to the NZ Multi-

Class Nationals to coach young pilots in Auckland’s Duo

Discus. 

He is said to set high standards and his  positive influ-

ence on the sport in NZ is “impressive”.



By Andy Davis

TWeLve pilots of varying levels of expe-

rience participated in my late season

Coaching and Task Week. half were visi-

tors to BGGC with a large group from Usk

and pilots from Sutton Bank and Lasham.

The remaining participants were BGGC

members.

Soaring was possible on seven out of

the 10 days and the conditions varied from

two days offering only marginal local

soaring to some quite reasonable cross

country days. The longest completed task

was 256km and everybody flew cross-

country during the week. All participants

experienced a two-seater coaching flight

either with me or one of the volunteer

coaches in the Duo Discus or DG-505. 

Thanks to matt Davis, Steve eyles and

Tim macfadyen who volunteered to fly as

coach in the DG505. In addition to daily

met and task briefings in which three cross

country tasks of varying difficulty were

set, we had a formal programme of facili-

tated discussions and debriefs in which

various aspects of soaring and cross-coun-

try flying and individuals’ performances

were discussed. 

non-flying days were put to good use

with extended discussions on topics chosen

by the course participants on subjects as di-

verse as locating lift, centring, speed to fly,

routing, thermal selection, workload man-

agement, psychology of soaring, FAI badge

requirements and my personal pet subject –

lookout. Shaun Lapworth of navboys, the

UK Agent for SeeYou and LXnav instru-

ments also visited to give us a presentation

on SeeYou and SeeYou mobile.
Highlights of the week:

l Fred Ballard completing his first de-
clared and completed x/c for three years.

l Steve noujaim’s trip to the Solent
and return on the first day.

l Lindsay mcLane (visitor from Sutton
Bank), flying with me in 802, struggling

home from an abandoned task happily en-

tering the smoke from a huge grass fire on

the hillside near Chalford to climb at 5

knots average on to a fat final glide.

l The friendly rivalry and cameraderie
of the visiting Usk pilots.

l All field landings were safely com-
pleted with no damage.

l The final day’s 200km task flown in
wonderful late summer conditions of infi-

nite visibility, initially with cumulus and

then completed in the blue.

l The SeeYou post-flight analysis of
the flight files on the last day confirming

that average x/c speed was directly propor-

tional to the distance

flown wings level be-

fore stopping in the next

thermal.

hopefully it was a

worthwhile and satisfy-

ing experience for all

concerned. my thanks

to Dominic Conway for

his hard work to set up

and administer the

coaching week and for

his dedication in ensur-

ing that everything ran

as smoothly as possible.

I look forward to next year’s coaching

week. 

Dominic Conway writes: 

The inspiration for the   2014 coaching

programme was Andy Davis. he contin-

ues to be a major force for good in world

gliding, constantly encouraging others to

strive to set and achieve the highest stan-

dards. 

The master classes run at nympsfield

have been imbued with his ethos, encourag-

ing more than 100 pilots of all ages and ex-

perience to gather and put into practice what

they have learnt during the past four years. 

The programme’s objectives have been

to:

l Improve pilot performance

l Raise the profile of nympsfield

l Raise the return on capital of the op-
erating company.  

The programme was devised with a self-

completed questionnaire which pilots pro-

vided before each event. This formed the

syllabus and the opportunity for the organ-

iser and coach to preplan the inputs for the

week’s activities. The availability of high-

performance two-seaters and experienced

cross-country pilots to provide in flight tu-

ition demonstrating the classroom teaching

was a central part of the week’s flying.

The opportunity for pilots to have real

time coaching in the air has been a major

influence on those attending. Pilots also

put into practice what they learning during

classroom sessions in their own gliders.

each day began with a detailed weather

brief, airspace issues and a number of pos-

sible tasks. The learning opportunities

arising from the previous day’s flying

were collated to be used as content for fu-

ture classroom work. Pilots’ analysis of

their own performance was examined as a

group informed from the previous evening

daily flight debriefs.

Social interaction was encouraged to

improve group cohesion and to breakdown

any apprehension that might arise. A din-

ner was normally arranged towards the

end of the week to allow further group re-

laxation and to make them feel that they

were very welcome at nympsfield and

that we as a club valued their decision to

attend a coaching week with us. 

It was judged very important that pilots

went away with a warm feeling about the

club and felt able to recommend the event

to others in the gliding world. Personal re-

ferrals are the most cost-effective form of

advertising. 

The role of coach and the form of deliv-
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Smiles
galore…

Lucky dozen benefit from coaching

Andy Davis with his September “crew”. And, below, his welcome pack

Continued on page 5, column 2



ThIS year’s nympsfield expedition to

Denbigh Gliding Site, thanks to week-long

south westerlies and a poor gliding fore-

cast that turned out to be rather pes-

simistic, was a complete success! I say

“nympsfield expedition”, but we were

rather out numbered by the north hill con-

tingent, but were nevertheless grateful of

their company.
A little about Denbigh... Denbigh gliding

site is not your average club site. It is a pri-

vately-owned and professionally-run launch

facility situated in one of the most idyllic

gliding locations in the country. It generally

comes alive in the spring and autumn when

the dominant flow is from the South West and

atmospheric stability favors the formation of

wave and ridge lift. With anything more than

a 10kts from the South West, the Clwydian

Range becomes easily reachable and work-

able from a winch launch, offering 30km of

straight-line, high-speed, high-adrenaline

rock polishing. If the conditions are right,

from the ridge one can often seamlessly climb

into the wave. In fact, as proved during the

expedition, sometimes the wave is con-

tactable straight off the wire! Flights over

Snowdon are often achieved and, with the

wave boxes open, climbs up to FL240 are

available.

In addition to the excellent gliding, the

well-manicured grounds are host to other ac-

tivities such as walking, fishing and camping.

our committee allowed us to liberate both

the DG-505 and Dave h for a week and I was

given the Arcus T to fly.

We flew every day except one, making

contact with the wave on most of those

days and playing on the ridge the rest.

The day it rained wasn’t a total loss, we

taught Dave h to ride a Segway! oddly

enough it was Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday that yielded the highest climbs and

most fun/challenging conditions despite the

forecast rain, cloud cover and lack of wave

profile! Thursday was particularly exciting as

a wave bar had set up immediately above the

centre of the field. This suppressed the launch

heights for a while although we found our-

selves able to climb up the rough rotor into

the smooth wave from starting heights of only

1,000ft. on a couple of days over FL150 was

achieved and on one, late in the day, the other

Arcus (A1) made it to FL194 (dutifully stay-

ing 100ft below the upper airspace at FL195).

What a fantastic week.

Looking to the next visit, I would really

like to encourage a few more of our private

owners to join in, like I say, we were a little

out numbered by north hill last time!

The plan is to arrange another week in

April next year, exact dates to be confirmed.

Flying is of course available at Denbigh all

year round if a good forecast presents itself.

Please liaise with Kevin hook directly (Air-

field manager and CFI). his contact details

and more information is available on the web-

site, www.denbighgliding.co.uk

A big thanks to Dave h for ferrying the DG

and instructing all week and to Kevin Tarrant,

mark Scott and mark Lawson for being ex-

cellent P2s.

Roll on 2015!                             Dan Welch
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Matt Simmons (right, below) with his

mother, Anne, and aunty at the parents’

day in September. Rob Thompson (left)

gave the aunty, Dee McInnes, a flight

that was a highlight of her visit to the

UK from Canada. 

Below:  Thursday's wave bar right over

the Denbigh airfield  

THE parents of four of our cadets

who went solo recently visited the

club in September to discuss the

way forward for their sons – and to

be offered flights.

It was a sunny day that was also

the last day of Andy Davis’ coach-

ing week so the airfield was busy.

The cadets, Matt Simmons, Joe

Barnfield, Seb Smaka and Joe Hall,

all had flights, as did some of the

parents and family in gliders or

Gordon Davis’ Dimona. 

Matt’s aunty Dee McInness, over

on a visit from Canada, went up in

the K-21 with Rob Thompson.

Earlier, the visitors were shown

material describing the pilot devel-

opment via Bronze and Cross-Coun-

try Endorsement badges and so on. 

Feedback from parents was very

positive, with some indicating that

they hadn’t believed the then CFI

Chris Edwards when he said all the

cadets would all be solo by the end

of the summer.

Sun greets parents
on a flying visit…

Dave Hallsworth, left, in the DG 

Denbigh exped a big success!



An old glider replica, a Crested Wren, has

been rescued from a Gloucestershire barn

by members of Gliding heritage Centre

(GhC) at Lasham.

Gary Pullen and Colin Simpson of

Lasham collected the latest addition to the

Gliding heritage Centre collection in Au-

gust from a barn at Twyning, near Tewkes-

bury. 

The Crested Wren, which was built by

the original designer Bill manuel in 1986,

came to their attention by pure chance.

David Prophet, who lives nearby and has

stored cars in the same barn, noticed a

rather dusty old glider languishing in a

dark corner. 

he contacted the vintage Glider Club,

who then got in touch with the Gliding

heritage Centre at Lasham. After some

frantic investigation, during which for one

short moment it was thought this could be

the original from 1931, it was confirmed

to be the 1986 rebuild that Bill made for

Barbara Reed. The fuselage and tailplane

are in remarkably good condition  – the

wings will need a little restoration effort,

which will take place over the winter.
After a little bit of cleaning the

fuselage now looks superb, showing

the same signature lettering that Bill

put on his Hawk glider that is dis-

played on the back wall of the centre’s

hangar. But the wings needed a little

extra restoration effort.

The glider has been brought up to dis-

play condition with a couple of months’

effort and makes a great companion to the

Willow Wren from Brooklands.

The centre says it is grateful to Barbara

Reed for allowing the GhC to take own-

ership of the Crested Wren and to the own-

ers of the barn, who did not destroy the

glider and allowed access to take it away.

Colin Simpson understands it was built

in a hurry when Bill manuel was getting

old so it was never intended to fly it. Colin

added: “We called in at nYm on the way

back to Lasham with the Crested Wren to

claim the Lasham/nympsfield Plate for a

wooden glider but Dave hallsworth un-

sportingly declined to hand it over, claim-

ing that we were supposed to fly there!”

The plate had recently been nabbed

from Lasham by Dan Welch and Alice

Bartlett in the K-13.

Colin understood that Bill manuel

completed most of the construction of this

Crested Wren in his flat in Walton-on-

Thames. The components were then

passed out through the windows and final

assembly took place at Brooklands.

The primary aim of the

Gliding heritage Centre, a

registered charity, is to pre-

serve our British gliding

heritage and make it acces-

sible to the public. It is an

educational resource

where visitors can learn

about the history of gliding

and the more general as-

pects of gliding as a sport. 

Its Chris Wills memo-

rial hangar was officially

opened in August 2013.

The best time to visit is

on Sunday afternoons al-

though it is also possible to

see the collection during the week.

Weather permitting, they try to fly some

of the gliders on the first Sunday of each

month. 

There are 16 gliders in the collection but

more private ones are made available from

time to time.

For more on the GhC see

http://www.glidingheritage.org.uk/
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Bill Manuel with the Crested Wren. The rescued fuse-

lage was in quite good condition, but the wings needed

some work and the glider is now on show at the GHC

Old Wren fails to nobble wooden glider plate

FoLLoWInG the change in the mini-

mum solo age to 14, it has been noted that

young pilots may have been unnecessarily

held back from gaining more flying en-

dorsements because of age limitations. 

The BGA executive Committee has

agreed that, with immediate effect, pilots may

qualify for their Bronze endorsement at 14.

See www.gliding.co.uk/bgainfo/Lawsan-

drules/LR2012Part2GliderPilotCertifica-

tion.pdf 

Coaching weeks cont’d

ery both on the ground and in the air is the

key to influencing pilot behaviour. At this

level of performance coaching is the

major input in the air. Allowing the pilot

to fly and to make decisions so that skills

can be polished as one goes along is very

different from teaching. It is vital that pi-

lots can feel relaxed enough to expose to

the coach what can sometimes be deep-

seated weaknesses or fears.

The lead coach needs to be able to fly and

coach at the highest level, inspiring the pilot

to emulate. At nympsfield we are lucky to

have a number of pilots who have per-

formed at the highest levels of competition

who are willing to give their time to help

coach others. Without them we would not

have been as successful as we have been.

In order to measure the effectiveness of

the coaching a post-course questionnaire

is sent out allowing pilots to reflect on

what they came to seek, their objectives

and to what degree they have been

achieved. This provides feedback to the

coaches and to the organiser. This also

guides the future direction of coaching

and ensures that we provide what the

client pilot wants.

The club can also use this feedback to

promote nympsfield and its ethos to the

wider gliding world. We hope to attract

other pilots to consider being a member

here and to return and perhaps join our

winter   flying activities.  It also encoura-

From previous column

ages other world class coaches to consider

coming to the club and continue to raise

our profile in the gliding world.

We have certainly made greater use of

the club’s assets and thus increased rev-

enues either from letting bedrooms, mem-

bership fees, trailer rent, bar takings, winch

and tug launches. The DG-500 has been a

central part of each and every course as

part of the dual flying content, being in use

on every flying day. The club LS4 has also

been in action for some club members. 

l Dominic has retired from organising the
coaching weeks.

Arcus owner
The Arcus mentioned in the summer

issue of Severn Skies is owned by

Rodney Witter, not by Barry Walker,

and is being based at nympsfield in

november–December this year.  It is

in the south hangar and is operated by

Dan Welch. Rodney wished it to be

used by Dan and hopefully a couple

of Rodney-approved pilots to train

keen and aspiring pilots. 

Rodney is keen to help the gliding

movement.  Barry will be paying half

of the rental of the South hangar slot,

as Rodney’s wishes are also his.

Age limit is cut
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ToWARDS the end of the 1960s, mechan-

ical and electronic calculators were becom-

ing available, which enabled scoring out of

1,000 points instead of 100.

In 1968, the structure of the nationals

was changed. League 1 and 2

were dropped. Separate contests

were instituted for the Standard

Class – basically with a limit of

15 metres span, but with some

other restrictions such as no flaps

or water ballast, and the open

Class. The 15-metre Racing

Class; the Standard class without

the restrictions was added later. Up to this

time, almost all national competitions had

been held at Lasham, and catering for the

large number of entrants each year was be-

coming a strain.  So subdividing the nation-

als allowed the various classes to be held at

different times and places (though initially

at least, they were still often all held at

Lasham). This also allowed pilots to enter

more than one class. After 1984 nympsfield

usually held one of the 15-metre classes and

regionals on alternate years.

In the early 1970s Ian Strachan became

chairman of the Competitions Committee.

Among other things, he was keen to reform

the handicapping system. he refined the

performance handicaps by basing them on

measured performance, with the Standard

Cirrus being taken as the 100% standard and

other handicaps being calculated to the near-

est 1% instead of the 2% used before. he

also introduced wind handicapping, suppos-

edly to help low performance gliders on up

wind tasks, but also to protect high perform-

ance gliders when down wind tasks would

give low performance gliders an advantage. 

Several complicated systems were pro-

posed and some tried before a practical

method was arrived at. This worked well for

finishers, but still gave anomalous results

when low performance gliders landed out

down wind and were given more points

than most finishers. This led the author to

propose a system for outlanders which gave

different weight to the different legs of a

task according to the wind. This was

dubbed “Airmass handicapping”. 

For each leg, each glider’s handicap was

incremented by the same amount depending

on the relative wind vector. As scoring was

still done by hand, the system had been kept

as simple as possible and was only applied

to non finishers; finishers’ speeds were

handicapped by the previous method. It was

adopted as an option in 1977.

Around 1980, mini computers were be-

coming available at affordable prices. ex-

amples were the Commodore Pet and the

Tandy TRS80. These provided the Basic

programming language and usually 4 KB of

usable memory, just enough to write a scor-

ing program. File storage was on tape cas-

settes. So from then on, scoring was done

more and more on computers. The advan-

tages of this were that, given a method of

checking the input, the computer would

make sure that the right devaluation criteria

were applied and the arithmetic was correct.

But, above all, it put the results in the cor-

rect order – a terrible job to do by hand. The

down side for the scorer was that it tied him

to the office instead of being able to sit on

the finish line and work out speeds as the

gliders arrived.
Throughout the late 1979s and 1980s

the scoring system was gradually re-

fined, with, for example, days being de-

valued when the task length was below

a minimum value or the task being

completed in very short time. 

Also, the rules for nationals and Region-

als started to diverge. Radios were becom-

ing more reliable and outlanding pilots were

sometimes able to contact their crews by

radio without the assistance of Control. In

these cases reporting the landing to Control

was a duty rather than a necessity and

sometimes pilots neglected to do it causing

problems to the scorer. At the same time

computers were being improved, with

floppy disc storage and more RAm.

The next big change was in 1986 when

pilot operated starts were introduced. These

came about because of the difficulty in get-

ting volunteers to man start lines, coupled

with the fact that 35mm cameras were

available fairly cheaply with time record-

ing. The downside was that most of these

only recorded to the nearest minute, but this

limitation was accepted. The system was

that to record a start, a task board with a

clock had to be photographed before each

launch, and when airborne a start object had

to be photographed from a defined zone.

The time from the last such photograph

constituted the start time. 

Canny pilots would time their start just

after they calculated their camera timer

would change. Finish times were still

recorded by the organisation so that it was

necessary to photograph the organisation’s

clock after the flight to synchronise the

camera timer. As none of the camera times

could be read before the film was devel-

oped, pilots were required to radio their

start times soon after setting out. This en-

abled the scorer to publish provisional

scores in the early evening based on these

times and phoned-in landing positions. De-

finitive scores normally had to wait until the

next morning after the turning points had

been verified (or not) and the landing loca-

tors checked. one advantage of this system

was that Recognition Time Interval was no

longer needed.

Cats cradles had been phased

out, but in the late 1980s PoST

tasks were introduced. These

were more or less cats cradles by

a different name, but with the

complication that speed points

could be gained for returning to

base. We never set these.

In 1987, Airmass handicapping was

made compulsory instead of being an op-

tion, and the principle was extended to na-

tionals (but with all gliders having 100%

speed index). It was also extended, quite

unnecessarily, to the calculation of speeds.

By this time things had changed quite sig-

nificantly for crews. From the time that dis-

tance tasks had been dropped, crews

increasingly stayed on site waiting for their

pilots to ring back before setting out and this

was the usual practice by the late ’70s. Also

better rigging aids meant smaller crews.

PCs and GPS became available in the

late 1980s. Initially, GPS was banned as an

aid to navigation. Then its use for in flight

navigation and for reporting landing posi-

tions was permitted. By around 1994 its use

in conjunction with data loggers became an

acceptable alternative to photographic evi-

dence and finally it became mandatory in

competitions. This whole process took

about five or six years to come about. 

In addition to superseding TP photogra-

phy it superseded start and finish lines and

for the first time was able to confirm or re-

fute suspicions of infringing controlled air-

space. It also completely changed the

procedure for scoring competitions as all

the data could be fed into the computer au-

tomatically, and the scoring program would

compute the scores with minimum interven-

tion by the scorer. 

With the enormously increased memory

of the PC, GPS also enabled alternative start

points (to avoid collision risks for gliders

waiting to start and as an attempt to stop

gaggling) and innovative tasks such as the

Defined Area and Time task. In this, the

task setter defined two or more largish areas

which the pilots had to fly through in the

correct order, but they had the choice of

how far they went into each. 

They were scored for the distance they

covered in the specified time or for the time

taken to return to base. most recently they

enabled handicapped distance tasks to be

set.

no doubt things will continue to evolve,

and it would be nice if someone were to

update this article, and perhaps correct any

errors I have committed.

Comps spread
Part 2 of Ken Brown’s history
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The story so far… nine cadets flown

from nympsfield to Duxford and back,

four last year – the first year of this new

and adventurous scheme – and five this

year.

Duxford is 92nm from nympsfield in a

straight line, add the circuit and mandatory

two-mile final approach from the east, and

that’s 97, plus adjusting the route to stay

clear of airspaces around Luton and

Stansted that figure comes to 112nm.

Add a few more miles to make naviga-

tion dead easy with the first leg that puts

the figure to over 2,000 nautical miles

flown with the nine cadets. each cadet get-

ting over two and a half  hours of flight

time in two 112-plus nautical mile flights

across country. Total cross-country time

over 22.5 hours in the air.

Last year was a success so this year

being asked to fly four, then –no it may be

seven, says Chris edwards. “Seven!?” I

asked, hmm, but it turned out to be five.

Bad weather meant that I had to cancel

the arranged trip for two cadets to ‘Flying

Legends’ Show. on ringing Duxford at

0905 each of the two days to confirm that

we were not coming as a matter of cour-

tesy, as the low cloud was not due to lift

from the east until at least late morning on

both days, the ATC officer said just as well

because the airfield is closed and cloud

base was 200ft. 

Weather dogged flight planning for the

next month as easterlies and south wester-

lies could not guarantee that we would ei-

ther get to Duxford or on some days back

and cancelled one cadet three times on the

morning. It took all of August to do the

five out and return flights. 

What ‘orbifly’ says at 0715 on the morn-

ing is sacrosanct as this app and website is

run by the Americans at RAF Lakenheath

with metars and TAFs (not Welshmen that’s

Taffies) for the whole world, and I use this

when I fly in France.  Those pilots who go

to Gap Tallard each year will be aware of it

as Philip Tarade uses it as well as the local

knowledge from local airfields in the Alps

in his daily briefings.

This gives me ‘metar’ and ‘TAFs’ fore-

cast at three-hour intervals over 12 hours,

and I can check whilst at Duxford that the

weather isn’t going to change significantly.
My route from Nympsfield to Duxford

takes me to the north of Little Rissington,

then I can ask the cadets basic orienteer-

ing questions such as we are due north of

Little Rissington  by 2nm heading due

east, where is Moreton in the Marsh dis-

used airfield?

I should add that whilst the cadet is

doing this task I have taken back the con-

trols of the aircraft. every one of the

cadets has looked at my map with the track

marked clearly on it and within a few min-

utes points out the target.

Looking out then what is the next air-

field that

we will

pass as

after pass-

ing Little

Ris we

head due

e a s t ,

which the

takes us

o v e r

Chipping

n o r t o n ,

then past

e n s t o n e

and on to

the cold

war base

Upper heyford, which is easy to spot, then

Bicester – look out for gliders and cross

traffic from oxford etc.

Flying back from Duxford, and after

passing Bicester, I turn the GPS screen

down and the cadets navigate back to

north of Little Ris, then 240 deg for

home – just basic orienteering in the air by

looking out of the window.

I am amazed that all the cadets over the

two years flew nicely and have obviously

been well trained.

Just pleased at their enthusiasm, which

makes my effort worthwhile. I should add

that all had just gone solo or about to go

solo at this time. From march to August to

solo in just about or just over five months!

one cadet did ask me at what age did I

solo at. I asked him his age. 14 he said.

hmm. Cheeky little blighter, I thought.

my reply was – the same numbers but not

in the same order. Solo just before or just

after turning 15 years of age! All the lads

have gone solo now.

Duxford is an unusual and interesting

airfield as whilst we were there a Spitfire

or other warbird would be towed out unan-

nounced and prepared for flight, and this

is a normal occurrence there.
With different cadets I saw Spitfires take

off and land plus Sally ‘B’ a B 17 returning

home and landing back at Duxford.

one cadet was lucky to see a Spitfire re-

turning from an air display passing down

our right side at same height shortly after

taking off from Duxford. Both the Spitfire

and kilo alpha being under Duxford’s ATC

– you don’t see that every day.

If the parents are reading this, whilst

flying all of the cadets I am always in

radio contact with an ‘agency’ during the

whole of the flight out to Duxford and

back. The  attraction  of  Duxford  scores

Cadet Douggie Vance in Gordon’s Dimona Kilo Alpha at Duxford with Spitfire

Great days out for nine cadets

Greg: “What's after CBSI?” Mike Davis, Gordon’s son, in the front Turn to page 9



IT’S been a very busy first couple of

months at BUGC, as it always is at the

start of the new academic year. 

We started it by persuading our stu-

dents’ union to allow us to have our glider

hXm at Freshers’ Fair next to the @Bris-

tol Complex on harbourside at the end of

September. This definitely helped us draw

more people into the sport and also clari-

fied to many that our type of gliding does 

not involve a hang-glider! Following

Freshers’ Fair we have had a huge influx

of members. We’ve managed to complete

36 trial lessons as of the start of november

and still have another 32 on the ever-grow-

ing list. We have just under 80 members,

of which so far about 15 are regularly ac-

tive. 

The BUGC committee has set its aims

this academic year to focus on getting as

many people solo as possible, therefore we

are subsidising membership costs to our

members thanks to sponsorship from the

Aerospace Department at the university. 

We also hope to encourage our mem-

bers’ participation in more competitions

and expeditions next year; we are organ-

ising an easter expedition to the Long

mynd again after a successful trip earlier

this year. We also hope to encourage our

members to compete in the varsity com-

petition again in the new year against our

arch rivals University of West england

GC, based at Aston Down. 

Finally we hope to finish off this aca-

demic year with another strong perform-

ance at the Inter University Competition

2015. In the meantime we will still arrange

weekend trips to the airfield throughout

winter whenever the weather permits us.

hopefully come spring we will start to see

our most keen members begin to approach

solo status.

Lastly, congratulations to Alex nicolai

for recently converting to hXm.
Jake Brattle

8

Jake Brattle, second left, with the first freshers to visit Nympsfield this year. The  new

undergraduates were attracted to gliding at a Freshers’ Fair in September 

Photo: Alex nicolai

HXM helps attract more to gliding



all round, as it’s home to historic World

War II aircraft, aircraft from the Great War

through the second and to the sixties/ sev-

enties – from a Sopwith Camel, Concorde,

vulcan, harrier, and even a eurofighter

plus my favourite – the mosquito. 

Unbelieveable, man has been on this

planet thousands of years yet produces the

aircraft from the ‘Wright brothers’ to the jet

age in just 40 years. Product of modern war-

fare, but some of the technology has helped

civilian aircraft and other enterprises.

Loads more to see in the British hangar,

then through three hangars housing Spit-

fires, hurricanes and other ‘warplanes’

which are maintained and fly, plus others

under restoration. There are even a couple

of Super Sabre Jets plus a mig.

The American hangar is stunning with

a Blackbird and the U2 spy plane, which

takes pride of place at naturally at the

highest point in the roof space plus fighter

and bomber aircraft from World War II to

past vietnam conflict all dedicated to

American servicemen who gave their lives

for freedom and democracy.

So much to see and all the cadets recog-

nised some of our heritage. So much more

that hasn’t been mentioned here.

So if you have not visited Duxford be-

fore, arrange a trip there. It is a site worth

seeing, a massive amount or our aviation

heritage in one place – but you will need a

full day to see it all.

And if you don’t know what this picture

(below) is of in the American museum,

ask a cadet – or martin G. I’m sure one of

the cadets told him. 
Gordon Davis, G-FMKA

Cadets’ reports on Duxford: p 10 
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From page 7 – Cadets

Joe Barnfield with the mystery object at the American Museum

Cadet scheme goes on

ThIS year will see the continuation of the

sponsored cadet scheme. Four successful

applicants will join Seb, mat, Joe, Joe and

Douggie from this year and Dan from 2013.

Backed by Doug Jones and other club

members, the scheme covers all flying ex-

penses up to and including the first flight

in a single seater. In addition to the flying,

training in other activities including driv-

ing the retrieve vehicles, launching gliders

and log keeping is provided. Ed note: The

cadets’ logs were often much better than

the ‘grown-ups’ managed.

Following a selection process and sub-

sequent interviews in February, which in-

cluded a commitment from their parents

to support them in their travel to the club

and the expectation that they would train

on a weekly basis, training started in mid

march. Young minds and regular training

meant that all achieved their first solo

flights during the summer holidays, typi-

cally after about 50 flights, with all con-

tinuing to fly since, managing solo soaring

flights of up to two hours. not bad for 14-

and 15-year-olds and with the recent

change in the Laws and Rules they can

now aim for the Bronze badge next year.  

note the ‘Wooden Plate’ was collected

by a 17-year-old Lasham pilot this year -–

wouldn’t it be an achievement if a 16-

year-old BGGC pilot, with a Cross-Coun-

try endorsement, could go and get it back

next year!

At a recent and highly successful par-

ents’ day, it was suggested by one very

pleased parent that he thought Chris ed-

wards was joking when he said that they

would be flying themselves by the sum-

mer, if they applied themselves and attend-

ed regularly.

The sponsored cadet scheme should be

seen as an investment in the future of glid-

ing providing a special opportunity to in-

fluence the development of young minds,

excellent publicity for the club and a corps

of people that even if they do not continue

to glide in the medium term may return in

the future.  

To this end the club has opened a spe-

cial ‘Cadet Account’ (C99) in to which

anyone interested in furthering this

scheme may deposit contributions, how-

ever small, in order to stretch the existing

fund and help further Cadet training.

In addition to thanking the existing

sponsors a special mention should be

made of Gordon Davis, who flew each

cadet to Duxford (five this year), introduc-

ing  them to powered flight and enjoying

a visit to the aviation museum. 

Thank you, Gordon and all the princi-

pal sponsors.                   Greg O’Hagan

The cadets met Matt Davis when they joined. Matt Simmons is in the Grob
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The trip with Gordon Davis to the Dux-

ford Imperial War museum was an amaz-

ing experience, writes Joe Barnfield. 

The flight over in his Super Dimona

gave fantastic views and allowed me to get

used to the basics of cross-country flying,

which was a brilliant opportunity. visiting

with Gordon made the day that much more

interesting as his wealth of knowledge on

the museum and all that it contained really

added to the experience and allowed me to

learn so much more. 

I found the museum to be a really great

place with a vast extent of aircraft from

both Britain and the US. Sadly I didn’t get

to visit it all, as time was tight, but we

went to the main hangars, which were very

interesting. 

Being able to see some of the aircraft

flying around outside was brilliant as well

as seeing them up close inside. 

Sadly I didn’t get to see all the Spitfires

that were there in the previous weeks as

they were most likely away at air shows,

but luckily there was still one in the

hangar. 

The entire day was excellent and I was

allowed to control the aircraft for most of

the flight home, which gave a great insight

into how it differs from flying regular glid-

ers and more experience at the controls al-

ways helps with my progression. I would

recommend this visit to anyone that has

the opportunity.                 

Sebastian Smaka reports:

The trip to Duxford not only gave me a

chance to see historic aircraft and every-

thing about them up close and personal,

but also the experience of a cross-country

flight. It taught me just how quickly you

can travel around the country in such a

small space of time. 

The museum itself was brilliant. The

additional treat of seeing some of the air-

craft on the apron and flying was the icing

on the cake. I would say the best sections

were the operational aircraft and the serv-

icing hangar, as you could see just what is

inside these mighty machines. 

The weather was perfect, and overall,

just the feeling of being able to arrive in

style in an aircraft and fly out was great.

An amazing experience, which could not

have been better!           

Matt Simmons’ feedback

JUST some quick feedback about what I

thought of the trip to Duxford. I found this

whole trip a great new experience and en-

joyed it thoroughly. 

This is also a thank-you for giving up

your time to help all the cadets with their

gliding. 

I enjoyed the whole trip and I know that

all the others did too. 

We were all puzzled about your ques-

tion about the huge cannon; I think we

were all as confused and surprised as each

other. 

I loved the whole museum; my love for

aviation made this a great way to spend a

day. It was also helpful having Gordon’s

knowledge to help guide us round the

aerodrome. 

The actual flying was amazing, as you

know I had never taken a glider further

than Aston Down, and even that was a task

for a beginner. It gave me a huge new un-

derstanding for navigating and actual fly-

ing. I think the flying will help me

progress a lot in gliding.  

once again thank you very much for the

whole day and I know that if you do it

again next year all the cadets will like it as

much as we did.

Lads tell of their exciting days out
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Where are these places
around the club?
Long Barrow

Tumulus

Marmotsflat wood

Northside wood

Break-heart-hill Wood

Blackbird Cottage

Cockdilly

Obituary Aerobatics 
galore

GUY Westgate, eight times national aero-

batic champion at the Unlimited Level,

visited the club in november and with the

help of Dan Walsh gave demonstration

flight to some members. 

The previous evening Guy held a brief-

ing in the clubhouse. 

Pilot website seeks new members
TheRmAL Soarers website has been going since 2012, and over the years it has

made many changes – and has just started to make more. At the moment it has 57

full members and is hoping for many more over the months to come. It is free to

join and use and on average it takes only three minutes to become a full registered

member.

This is a easy set out forum-based website, to cover all gliding needs and, with

it being set out in forums, everyone can see other members’ input and can reply

with yours, making this a better website for all glider and tug pilots. There’s chat,

for sale and wanted, plus “fun stuff”. See http://thermal-soarers.co.uk/

Graham Ferrier

We are sad to report the death of Graham

Ferrier in october.   

Graham was a founder member of the

club when it re-formed after the war in

1945. he was co-opted on to the commit-

tee which undertook the job of setting the

club up. This involved  dealing with offi-

cialdom, obtaining equipment, gliders and

a site, all in the austere post-war time. 

he had joined of the Bristol Aeroplane

Company as a design apprentice during the

war and so had extensive aeronautical

knowledge. When the BAC started its fly-

ing club in 1947 he became one of the first

members of its gliding section. he learned

to fly by the solo training method well be-

fore the club got its first two-seater, though

when he and some other members visited

France in 1949, the French considered that

their standard of flying was not good

enough for them to be allowed to fly solo. 

he was Chief Aircraft Ground engineer

for two years. he married Joyce in 1951

and soon afterwards spent some years in

Canada and later the States, working for

Canadair and Grumman. on his return he

rejoined British Aerospace.

In 1985, he saw a reference to the vin-

tage Glider Club in an aero modelling

magazine and joined it and became a very

active member. he attended many vintage

rallies with them and in 1955 he took over

the editorship of their magazine, which he

developed to a high standard.

on his retirement in 1988, he rejoined

the BGGC, and after re-soloing on a

course he became a regular member and

gained his silver C. Around 2000, an eye-

sight problem made him give up flying

and also the vintage Club magazine.

Graham was one of those people who

put a lot more into the clubs that he joined

than he took out. he leaves his wife,

Joyce, and daughters helen and Susan.

Gaps in club history
l There are some gaps in the club web-
site history records, so if anyone can fill in

any of them, please let Ken Brown know

at kenbrown@waitrose.com
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